Cerebral correlates of motor imagery of normal and precision gait
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We have examined the cerebral structures involved in motor imagery of normal and precision gait (i.e., gait requiring precise foot placement and increased postural control). We recorded cerebral activity with functional magnetic resonance imaging while subjects imagined walking along paths of two different widths (broad, narrow) that required either normal gait, or exact foot placement and increased postural control. We used a matched visual imagery (VI) task to assess the motor specificity of the effects, and monitored task performance by recording imagery times, eye movements, and electromyography during scanning. In addition, we assessed the effector specificity of MI of gait by comparing our results with those of a previous study on MI of hand movements. We found that imagery times were longer for the narrow path during MI, but not during VI, suggesting that MI was sensitive to the constraints imposed by a narrow walking path. Moreover, MI of precision gait resulted in increased cerebral activity and effective connectivity within a network involving the superior parietal lobules, the dorsal precentral gyri, and the right middle occipital gyrus. Finally, the cerebral responses to MI of gait were contiguous to but spatially distinct from regions involved in MI of hand movements. These results emphasize the role of cortical structures outside primary motor regions in imagining locomotor movements when accurate foot positioning and increased postural control is required.
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Introduction

The neural control of locomotion is complex, requiring interactions between locomotor rhythm generation, balance control, and adaptation of the movements to motivational and environmental demands. Studies in cats and rodents have shown that while the production of the basic locomotor rhythm is largely dependent upon activity of central pattern generators within the spinal cord (Dietz, 2003; Grillner and Wallen, 1985), real-life gait also depends upon supra-spinal structures that are involved in adapting walking movements to environmental and motivational demands (Armstrong, 1988). In humans, little is known about the cerebral control of gait. Lesion studies have not been particularly informative, given that cerebral lesions causing higher-level gait disorders are typically multiple, or diffuse (Masdeu, 2001). Transcranial magnetic stimulation has provided electrophysiological evidence that the motor cortex is involved in the control of ankle muscles during walking (Petersen et al., 2001). Similarly, near-infrared spectroscopy has shown specific metabolic responses around the medial aspects of the central sulcus during actual gait (Miyai et al., 2001). In addition, single photon emission computed tomography studies have revealed that cerebral structures outside the primary motor cortex — such as the premotor cortex, parietal cortex, basal ganglia and cerebellum — are also contributing to gait (Fukuyama et al., 1997; Hanakawa et al., 1999). However, since these studies examined actual gait, they could not distinguish whether those effects were related to the feedforward control of gait or to changes in somatosensory feedback during gait. This issue is an instance of the general distinction that has been drawn between processes leading to the generation of a motor plan (that include predictions of the sensory consequences of the action), and processes related to the evaluation of sensory feedback (Blakemore and Sirigu, 2003; Gnush, 2004; Wolpert et al., 1998). In this conceptual framework, it appears relevant to examine the cerebral structures specifically involved in the generation of the motor plan in the absence of sensory feedback due to movement execution. Here we have used motor imagery to address this issue. More specifically, given that precision gait (like passing a narrow door, or walking along uneven ground) relies on feedforward control more than normal gait (Hollands et al., 1995; Hollands and Marple-Horvat, 1996), we have examined the cerebral structures involved in motor imagery of both normal and precision gait.

Motor imagery, i.e. the mental simulation of an action without its actual execution (Jeannerod, 1994; Jeannerod, 2000), has been widely used to study the generation of a movement plan in the
absence of sensory feedback (Lotze and Halsband, 2006). This approach relies on the notion that motor imagery involves the generation of a complete motor plan that is prevented from operating on the body (Grush, 2004; Jeannerod, 1994) (for a recent review of empirical support for this notion see Jeannerod, 2006). For instance, it has been shown that the current state of one’s own body influences motor imagery performance (de Lange et al., 2006; Parsons, 1994; Shenton et al., 2004; Sirigu and Duhamel, 2001), and that motor imagery, motor preparation, and motor execution share cerebral and physiological correlates (Deiber et al., 1998; Lang et al., 1994; Porro et al., 1996; Roth et al., 1996; Stephan et al., 1995).

A few studies have already examined the cerebral structures involved in motor imagery of gait (Jahn et al., 2004; Jahn et al., 2008; Malouin et al., 2003; Miyai et al., 2001; Sacco et al., 2006), including motor imagery of precision gait (Malouin et al., 2003). More specifically, it was shown that when subjects imagine walking through a series of narrow passages their metabolism increases in the precuneus, the left supplementary motor area (SMA), the right inferior parietal cortex, and the left parahippocampal gyrus compared to when they imagine walking without any obstacles (Malouin et al., 2003). However, it remains unclear which of these cerebral structures is specifically involved in imagining precision gait, rather than spatial navigation, changes in walking direction, or visual imagery processes [see also Sacco et al., 2006]. In addition, these and other studies could not provide objective behavioural evidence that the subjects were specifically engaged in motor imagery of gait during the experiment. More generally, it is important to test whether the brain regions active during imagery of gait are part of a cerebral circuit dedicated to the control of gait, or whether imagery evokes general action plans that are not influenced by the specific effector involved in the action (Glover, 2004; Johnson et al., 2002). Imagery of flexion/extension of toes and fingers recruits separate precentral regions [Ehrsson et al., 2003, see also Stippich et al., 2002], and also imagery of more complex whole body and upper extremity movements reveals a homuncular organization in the primary sensorimotor cortices (Szameitat et al., 2007). However, it remains to be seen whether a similar homuncular somatotopic organization can be found outside the motor strip, and whether it is present for motor imagery of gait.

In this study, we have used a validated motor imagery protocol for examining the cerebral correlates of motor imagery of both normal and precision gait in humans (Bakker et al., 2007; Stevens, 2005). We asked subjects to imagine walking along visually presented paths of two different widths and five different distances that evoked either normal walking (broad path) or exact foot placement and increased postural control (narrow path). This manipulation allowed us to isolate behavioural and cerebral responses that were influenced by the different environmental constraints associated with imagining walking on supports of different size, distinguishing these responses from the generic effects associated with imagining walking along different distances. Furthermore, we assessed the motoric specificity of the cerebral and behavioural effects by using a matched visual imagery task, in which subjects imagined a disk moving along the same paths and distances used in the motor imagery tasks. Finally, we assessed the effector specificity of motor imagery of gait by comparing it with motor imagery of hand movements (de Lange et al., 2006).

Materials and methods

Subjects

Sixteen healthy men (age 22±2 years, mean±SD) participated after giving written informed consent according to the Declaration
of Helsinki. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no neurological or orthopaedic disturbances. All participants were consistent right-handers (Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) score 84±12%, mean±SD). The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

**Experimental set-up**

During the experiment, subjects were lying supine in the MR scanner. Head movements were minimized by an adjustable padded head holder. Visual stimuli were projected onto a screen at the back of the scanner and were seen through a mirror above the subjects' heads. The stimuli subtended a visual angle of ~10\(^\circ\). Stimuli presentation was controlled through a PC running Presentation software (Neurobehavioural systems, Albany, USA). Motor responses (i.e. right index finger flexions resulting in button presses) were recorded via an MR-compatible keypad (MRI Devices, Waukesha, WI), positioned on the right side of the subject's abdomen.

**Stimuli**

We used 20 photographs, each showing the same corridor with a path in the middle (path length = 12 m; thickness = 3 mm). There were narrow and broad paths (path width: 9 and 27 cm — see Fig. 1). The broad path allowed for walking over the path with a normal gait, whereas the narrow path required the subjects to carefully position their feet one in front of the other. At the near-end of the linoleum path there was either a green square (64 cm\(^2\)) or a black disc (diameter: 7.5 cm, width: 2.5 cm). Along the linoleum path there was a green pillar (diameter: 7.5 cm, width: 12 cm), placed at one of five different distances from the green square or the black disc (path length: 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 m). This resulted in a total of 20 photographs (2 start markers × 5 path lengths × 2 path widths).

**Tasks**

Subjects performed two tasks: motor imagery (MI) and visual imagery (VI). Both tasks started with the presentation of one of the photographs described above, with the green square during MI trials, and the black disk during VI trials (Fig. 1). During MI, subjects were asked to imagine walking along the path shown in the photograph, starting from the green square and stopping at the green pillar. During VI, subjects were asked to imagine seeing the black disc moving along the path, from its starting position until the green pillar. During each trial, after a short inspection of the photograph on display, the subjects closed their eyes and imagined standing on the left side of the path, next to the green square (MI trials — Fig. 2) or the black disk (VI trials). The subjects pressed a button with the index finger of their right hand to signal that they had started imagining to step onto the path and walking along the path (MI trials), or imagining to see the disc moving along the path (VI trials). Subjects pressed the button again when they imagined that they had reached the end of the walking trajectory (MI trials), or that the disc had reached the end of the walking trajectory (VI trials). Following the second button press, a fixation cross was presented on the screen (inter-trial interval, ITI: 4–12 s), and the subjects could open their eyes. A transient change in size of the fixation cross announced the start of the next trial, i.e. the presentation of a new photograph of the corridor.

**Experimental procedures**

The MI and VI tasks were performed in two experimental sessions of 30 min each, separated by a break outside the scanner. Task order was counter-balanced across subjects. We have chosen a clustered task presentation to avoid the task-switching effects likely evoked by a trial-by-trial or block-by-block alternation between the two imagery tasks. We were concerned that task-switching might become especially problematic when the same experimental set-up would be used in follow-up studies on patient populations. An additional problem of a mixed task presentation is that the task instructions should be given at once for both tasks. This might make the task too complicated for some patient groups. For each session, the trial order was pseudo-randomized across the experimental factors [i.e., path width (2 levels) and path length (5 levels)].
Before we started the experiment, subjects were familiarized with the actual paths and corridor, as shown in the photographs. The subjects were informed that, during the experiment, they would be shown photographs of these paths. They were then given written instructions for the first experimental session, followed by training in the relevant task, first outside the scanner (15 trials), and then inside the MR-scanner (7 trials). During the break between the first and second experimental session, the subjects were given written instructions for the second session, followed by training outside the MR-scanner until subjects felt confident they could perform the task (maximally 15 trials).

Prior to the MI task, subjects were asked to walk along short versions (three meters) of both the broad and the narrow linoleum paths (3 times for each path width), at a comfortable pace, avoiding to place their feet outside the path. We instructed subjects to pay attention to the feeling of walking along the different path widths, and to imagine walking in a similar way along the two different paths during the imagery trials. We instructed subjects to imagine the walking movement as vividly as possible, in a first person perspective, as if their legs were moving, but without making any actual movements. Prior to the VI task, subjects were familiarized with the actual black disc shown in the photographs, and they saw a video of the disc moving through the same corridor as in the photographs, but without a linoleum path in the middle of the corridor. The disc moved for 6 m, in a straight line, at a uniform speed of about 0.8 m/s. We instructed subjects to imagine seeing the disc moving in a similar way along the two different paths during the imagery trials. We instructed subjects to imagine seeing the disc moving as vividly as possible, without making any actual movements.

We recorded muscle activity of the legs during both sessions to control for overt muscle movements. To assess the reliability of this measure, we asked subjects (after the second session) to perform dorsiflexion movements of their right foot during MR acquisition at four different levels of contraction: no contraction (0%); minimal contraction (1%); half-maximal contraction (50%); maximal contraction (100%). Each contraction was triggered by the corresponding label (0%, 1%, 50%, 100%), and the subjects were asked to contract their muscle for as long as the label was presented on the screen. Each contraction lasted 10 s, followed by 30 s rest, and it was repeated twice in a semi-random order.

Data collection

MR images were acquired on a 3 T Trio MRI system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), using a standard circular polarized head coil for radio-frequency transmission and signal reception. Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) sensitive functional images were acquired using a single shot gradient EPI sequence (TR=2360 ms, TE=30 ms; 50 ms gap between successive volumes; 36 transversal slices; ascending acquisition; voxel size 3.5×3.5×3.0 mm³; FOV=224 mm²). High-resolution anatomical images were acquired using an MP-RAGE sequence (TE/TR=3.93/2300 ms, 192 sagittal slices, voxel size 1.0×1.0×1.0 mm³, FOV=256 mm²).

Muscle activity (EMG) was measured during task performance in the MR-scanner (MI, VI, and voluntary foot contractions) with a pair of carbon wired MRI compatible sintered silver/silver-chloride electrodes (Easycap, Herrsching-Breitbrunn, Germany), placed 3 cm apart along the muscle bellies of the right tibialis anterior. A neutral electrode was placed on the center of the patella. Following amplification and A/D conversion (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany), an optical cable fed the EMG signal to a dedicated PC outside the MR room for further off-line analysis (sampling rate: 5000 Hz). MR artefact correction followed the method described by (Allen et al., 2000; van Duinen et al., 2005), including low-pass filtering (400 Hz), and down-sampling (1000 Hz). Finally, we applied high-pass filtering (10 Hz, to remove possible movement artifacts), and rectification.

Eye movements were measured during task performance in the MR-scanner with a video-based infrared eyetracker (Sensomotoric Instruments, Berlin, Germany). Movements of the left eye were sampled at 50 Hz and fed to a dedicated PC outside the MR room for further off-line analysis.

Behavioural analysis and statistical inference

For each trial, we measured the time between the two button presses that marked the start and the end of the imagined visual or walking movements [imagery time (IT), see Fig. 2]. We excluded those few trials in which the subjects pressed the button only once, and therefore opened their eyes before the end of the IT, as revealed by online inspection of the eyetracker data. We investigated the effect of TASK (MI, VI), PATH WIDTH (narrow, broad), and PATH LENGTH (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 m) on IT. We also looked at effects of task ORDER (MI→VI, VI→MI) to investigate possible carry-over effects from one task to the next. The significance of the experimental factors was tested using a 2×2×5×2 repeated measures ANOVA. When interactions were significant, the simple main effects were investigated by additional repeated measures ANOVAs. The alpha-level of all behavioural analyses was set at p<0.05. Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were applied whenever the assumption of sphericity was not met, resulting in adjusted p-values based on adjusted degrees of freedom.

In addition, we examined whether IT obtained in each task conformed to Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954):

\[
IT = a + b \log_2(2^{*}PATH LENGTH/PATH WIDTH)
\]

In the equation, \(a\) and \(b\) are constants. The term \(\log_2(2^{*}PATH LENGTH/PATH WIDTH)\) is called the index of difficulty (ID). It describes the difficulty of the motor tasks. We calculated ID for each of our 10 experimental conditions [i.e., path width (2 levels) and path length (5 levels)]. The IT of conditions with the same ID value were averaged. Fitts’ Law states that IT increases linearly with increasing ID. We examined how well IT conformed to Fitts’ Law by calculating the linear regression of IT over ID for each task and for each subject separately. Finally, we examined whether the degree to which IT conformed to Fitts’ Law was different for the different tasks, by considering the effect of task (MI, VI) on the variance in IT that could be explained by ID (\(r^2\)) after fisher’s Z-score transformation using a paired sample t-test.

EMG analysis and statistical inference

For each trial of the imagery experiment, we considered the root mean square (rms) of the EMG signals measured during the IT (imagery epoch) and during the ITI (intertrial epoch — Fig. 2). For each subject, the average rms value of the EMG measured during the IT epoch was normalized to the average rms value of the ITI epoch, testing for an effect of TASK (MI, VI) with a paired samples t-test.

For the voluntary foot movement task, we considered the root mean square (rms) of the EMG signals measured during the 10 s
contraction (contraction epoch) and during the 20 s preceding the contraction (intertrial epoch). For each subject and for each of the four level of contraction (0%, 1%, 50%, 100%), the average rms value of the EMG measured during the contraction epoch was normalized to the average rms value of the intertrial epoch, testing for an effect of CONTRACTION (0%, 1%, 50%, 100%) with a repeated measures ANOVA and post-hoc paired sample t-tests.

fMRI analysis — preprocessing

Functional data were pre-processed and analyzed with SPM2 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first four volumes of each participant's data set were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. Afterwards, the image time series were spatially realigned using a sinc interpolation algorithm that estimates rigid body transformations (translations, rotations) by minimizing head-movements between each image and the reference image (Friston et al., 1995b). Subsequently, the time-series for each voxel was temporally realigned to the acquisition of the first slice. Images were normalized to a standard EPI template centered in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space (Ashburner and Friston, 1997) by using linear transformations and resampled at an isotropic voxel size of 2 mm. The normalized images were smoothed with an isotropic 10 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian kernel. Anatomical images were spatially coregistered to the mean of the functional images (Ashburner and Friston, 1997) and spatially normalized by using the same transformation matrix applied to the functional images.

fMRI analysis — statistical inference (first level)

The ensuing pre-processed fMRI time series were analyzed on a subject-by-subject basis using an event-related approach in the context of the General Linear Model (Friston et al., 1995a). For each subject, regressors of interest were defined to characterize the cerebral response to imagery performed in each of the twenty different conditions of the 2 × 2 × 5 design [i.e., TASK (MI, VI), PATH WIDTH (narrow, broad) and PATH LENGTH (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 m)]. Other regressors of no interest modelled the cerebral response to picture inspection, button presses, and incorrect trials (i.e. those few trials in which the subjects pressed the button only once, and therefore opened their eyes before the end of the IT, as revealed by online inspection of the eyetracker data). Each effect was modelled on a trial-by-trial basis as a concatenation of square-wave functions convolved with a canonical haemodynamic response function, down-sampled at each scan, generating a total of 26 task-related regressors (Friston et al., 1998). For the regressors of interest, onsets of the square-wave functions were time-locked to the button press marking the onset of imagery, and durations corresponded to the mean IT across all imagery trials of the subject. For the picture inspection regressors, onsets were time locked to the onset of picture presentation, and offsets were time-locked to the button press marking the onset of imagery. For the button press regressor, onsets were time locked to the button press marking the offset of imagery, and duration was set at zero. For the incorrect trial regressor, onsets were time locked to the onset of picture presentation, and offsets were time-locked to the button press marking the offset of imagery. We also included 6 head motion regressors (describing translation and rotation in each of the three dimensions) and their temporal derivative, as derived from the spatial realignment procedure in the statistical model. Data were high-pass filtered (cutoff, 128 s) to remove low-frequency confounds such as scanner drifts. The statistical significance of the estimated evoked haemodynamic responses was assessed using t-statistics in the context of the General Linear Model. For each subject, we calculated contrasts of the parameter estimates for the effects of TASK and PATH WIDTH (i.e. MI-broad, MI-narrow, VI-broad, VI-narrow). We also considered linear parametric modulations of PATH LENGTH for each of these four effects (i.e. MI-broad-distance, MI-narrow-distance, VI-broad-distance, VI-narrow-distance), generating a total of eight contrasts for each subject.

fMRI analysis — statistical inference (second level)

The group-level random effects analysis modelled the experimental variance described by the eight contrasts for each subject by means of a one-way-between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA), with non-sphericity correction. First, we considered the main effect of TASK (MI, VI). This refers to differential cerebral activity between the two tasks (MI>VI; VI>MI). Second, we looked for MI-specific effects of environmental constraints. This refers to differential cerebral activity evoked during MI between the two path widths (MI-broad>MI-narrow; MI-narrow>MI-broad). We were specifically interested in those regions that were specifically involved in MI, and increased their activity as a function of path width during MI, but not during VI. One way to fulfill these constrains while maintaining sensitivity is to mask the simple main effect (for instance, MI-narrow>MI-broad) with the main effect of task [i.e. MI>VI] and the relative interaction [i.e. (MI-narrow>MI-broad)>(VI-narrow>VI-broad); see also (Ramnani et al., 2001)]. In other words, when testing for the differential cerebral activity evoked during MI between the two path widths, we confined our search to regions showing a main effect of TASK (MI>VI) and a corresponding TASK × PATH WIDTH interaction [(MI-broad>MI-narrow)>(VI-broad>VI-narrow); (MI-narrow>MI-broad)>(VI-narrow>VI-broad)], using inclusive masking. An equivalent procedure was used to assess the effects of PATH WIDTH during VI. Third, we looked for MI-specific effects of imagined walking distance. This refers to cerebral activity that increased linearly as a function of PATH LENGTH during MI performance (MI-dist). We were again specifically interested in those regions that were involved in MI, and increased their activity as a function of path length during MI, but not during VI. Therefore, when testing for cerebral activity that increased linearly as a function of PATH LENGTH during MI performance, we confined our search to regions showing a main effect of TASK (MI>VI) and a corresponding TASK × PATH LENGTH interaction [(MI-dist>VI-dist)], using inclusive masking. An equivalent procedure was used to assess the effects of DISTANCE during VI. A list of the contrasts and functional masks used in this study is presented in Table 1. SPMs of the t statistic for these effects were created. We report the results of a random effects analysis, with inferences drawn at the voxel level, corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain using family-wise error (FWE) correction (p<0.05).

Effective connectivity analysis

After having identified regions in the left and right superior parietal lobule (SPL) and the right middle occipital gyrus (MOG) that were specifically involved in motor imagery of gait along a narrow path, we performed a post-hoc analysis to explore which brain areas increased their couplings with these three regions...
during motor imagery of precision gait. To address this issue, we used the psychophysiological interaction (PPI) method described by (Friston et al., 1997). PPI analysis makes inferences about regionally specific responses caused by the interaction between the psychological factor and the physiological activity in a specified index area. We tested for differences in the regression slope of cerebral activity (on a voxel-by-voxel basis) on the basis of the activity in three source regions (e.g. left and right SPL, and right MOG, Fig. 5, Table 3), depending on the width of the path (broad or narrow) and the epoch of the motor imagery trial (picture presentation versus imagery). More specifically, the psychological factor was a vector coding for the interaction between the effect of path width during the motor imagery epoch, and the picture presentation epoch [i.e., (MI narrow > MI broad) > (Picture presentation narrow path > Picture presentation broad path)]. The source regions were defined by the first eigenvariate of the time series of all voxels within a 6 mm radius sphere centred on the regional maxima in the three source regions that showed a relative increase in BOLD signal during motor imagery of gait along a narrow compared to a broad path (MI-narrow > MI-broad; \( p < 0.5 \) uncorrected). First, a PPI analysis for each subject and each source region was performed at the first level. Then, for each source region, individual PPI contrast images were entered into one-sample \( t \)-test at the second level. The statistical inference (\( p < 0.05 \)) was performed at the voxel-level, using FWE correction for multiple comparisons over a search volume defined by those voxels that were activated in the contrast MI > VI (as defined above).

**fMRI analysis — anatomical inference**

Anatomical details of significant signal changes were obtained by superimposing the SPMs on the structural images of the subjects. The atlas of (Duvernoy et al., 1991) was used to identify

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental factor</th>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Functional (inclusive) masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>MI &gt; VI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI &gt; MI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Path width          | MI narrow > MI broad | a) MI > VI  
|                     |          | b) (MI narrow > MI broad) >  
|                     |          | (VI narrow > VI broad)        |
|                     | MI broad > MI narrow | a) MI > VI  
|                     |          | b) (MI broad > MI narrow) >  
|                     |          | (VI broad > VI narrow)        |
|                     | VI narrow > VI broad | a) VI > MI  
|                     |          | b) (VI narrow > VI broad) >  
|                     |          | (MI narrow > MI broad)        |
|                     | VI broad > VI narrow | a) VI > MI  
|                     |          | b) (VI broad > VI narrow) >  
|                     |          | (MI broad > MI narrow)        |

Table 2

| Stereotactic coordinates of the local maxima activated in the contrast “MI > VI” |
|-------------------------------|----------------|----------|---------|
| Contrast                     | Anatomical label | Functional label | Hemisphere | t-value | p-value | x       | y       | z       |
| MI > VI                     | Superior frontal gyrus | Dorsal premotor caudal | L | 6.21 | <0.001 | -12 | -10 | 68 |
| Superior frontal gyrus       | Dorsal premotor caudal | R | 5.00 | 0.013 | 16 | -12 | 74 |
| Anterior cingulate gyrus     | Rostral cingulate zone post | R | 4.64 | 0.045 | 6 | 0 | 46 |
| Superior parietal lobule     | L | 5.50 | 0.002 | 20 | -56 | 68 |
| Superior parietal lobule     | L | 4.60 | 0.051 | -16 | -58 | 60 |
| Putamen                      | L | 5.01 | 0.012 | -24 | -8 | 8 |

Results are corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain (FWE, \( p < 0.05 \)). Stereotactic coordinates are reported in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space. Details on the anatomical and functional labelling can be found in the Methods and Results sections.

L =left; MI = motor imagery; Post = Posterior; R =right; VI = visual imagery.
relevant anatomical landmarks. When applicable, Brodmann Areas were assigned on the basis of the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005), i.e., the anatomical position of our significant clusters and local maxima was formally tested against published three-dimensional probabilistic cytoarchitectonic maps. Finally, we compared our results with a previous study on motor imagery of hand movements (de Lange et al., 2006), to assess the relative anatomical location of the activated brain regions observed during MI of gait and during MI of hand rotations. More specifically, we compared the anatomical locations of our cerebral activity to that of cerebral areas showing increased cerebral activity with increasing biomechanical complexity during either left or right hand rotations, after using FWE correction to correct for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. Given that the whole brain analysis on MI of hand rotations did not reveal any suprathreshold cerebral activity in the putamen (whereas our whole brain analysis on MI of gait did), we also performed a dedicated VOI analysis in the putamen during MI of hand rotations using the Pick Atlas (Maldjian et al., 2003; Maldjian et al., 2004).

**Results**

**Behavioural performance**

There were no significant differences in imagery times between the two tasks (main effect of TASK: (F(1,14)=2.9, p=0.1). In both tasks, IT increased with increasing path length (main effect of PATH LENGTH: F(1.1,15.6)=155.3, p<0.001 — Figs. 3a,b). Crucially, the effect of path width on IT differed for the different tasks (TASKxPATH WIDTH interaction: F(1,14)=39.5, p<0.001). A smaller path width resulted in longer IT in the MI task (F(1,14)=37.0, p<0.001) (Fig. 3a), but had no effect on IT in the VI task (F(1,14)=0.3 p=0.6) (Fig. 3b). The TASKxPATH WIDTH interaction was influenced by the order in which the sessions were performed (TASKxPATH WIDTHxORDER interaction: F(1,14)=9.5, p<0.001) (Supplementary Fig. 1). The interaction was stronger for the VI–MI order (F(1,7)=43.0, p<0.001), than for the MI–VI order (F(1,7)=5.2, p=0.056). This effect was related to a stronger effect of path width on IT during MI for the VI–MI order (F(1,7)=32.8, p<0.001), than for the MI–VI order (F(1,7)=7.6, p<0.05). These findings indicate that the crucial result of this study, i.e. the TASKxPATH WIDTH interaction, is present in both task orders, although larger in the VI–MI than in the MI–VI order. In other words, task order modulates the amplitude of the effect of path width on imagined walking, but not its presence. Finally, IT correlated linearly with ID in both tasks. Crucially, the variance in IT that could be explained by ID (r²) was greater for MI (0.69±0.03) than for VI (0.50±0.01) (main effect of task: F(1,15)=32.8, p<0.001).

**Muscular activity**

We found no significant differences in EMG activity between the two tasks (main effect of TASK: (F(1,15)=0.1, p=0.7 — Fig. 3c). This result was unlikely to be due to lack of sensitivity, as we could find (in the same experimental setting) a significant effect of the amount of muscle contraction on EMG activity during voluntary contractions (main effect of CONTRACTION: F(3,45)=45.4, p<0.001), with significant differences between each of the four different levels of contraction (no contraction versus minimal contraction: p<0.01; minimal versus half-maximal contraction: p<0.05; half-maximal versus maximal contraction: p<0.001).

![Fig. 4. Cerebral activity during motor imagery of gait. a) On the left, beta weights (mean±sem) of the local maximum from left dorsal premotor cortex, separately for motor imagery (MI) and visual imagery (VI). On the right, statistical parametric map (SPM) of increased activity in the left putamen, in the right superior parietal lobule, and bilaterally in the dorsal premotor cortex during MI compared to VI [corrected for multiple comparisons (p<0.05) using family wise error (FWE)], superimposed on a rendered brain viewed from the top (middle panel), and on a transverse brain section (right panel). b) SPMs (p<0.05 FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons) of increased cerebral activity during MI of gait (compared to VI, in red-orange), and during MI of hand rotations (i.e. linear increase in activity with increasing stimulus rotation, in blue-cyan). R = right. The figure is published in colour in the online version, but not in the printed version.](image-url)
Both clusters fell within BA6 (100%), but given the lack of cyto-architectonic studies on the border between lateral premotor cortex and supplementary motor area (SMA) proper in humans, it is difficult to draw precise inferences on the functional label of these superior frontal activations. A recent meta-analysis of functional imaging studies (Mayka et al., 2006) remains inconclusive, placing these activations at the border between the lateral premotor cortex and the SMA-proper. However, in macaques, as one moves from dorsal premotor cortex to SMA along a lateral-to-medial direction, the leg representation in dorsal premotor cortex is followed by the hand/arm representation in SMA, and then, more ventrally, by the leg representation in SMA (Luppino and Rizzolatti, 2000; Mitz and Wise, 1987). Crucially, the hand/arm representation in SMA partially extends on the lateral convexity, whereas the leg representation in SMA is located in the bank of the inter-hemispheric fissure. Under the assumption that our superior frontal activations are likely related to motor planning of the leg, and given that these activations are located exclusively in the dorsal convexity, we tentatively label them as dorsal premotor cortex caudal (PMdc) (Picard and Strick, 2001). The circinate gyrus also showed increased neural activity during MI compared to VI. This cluster fell within the right BA6 (100%) (Eickhoff et al., 2005), and its local maximum can be functionally labelled as right rostral circinate gyral zone posterior (RCZp) (Picard and Strick, 1996). Furthermore, significant activation was found in the right SPL, and there was a marginally significant activation in the left SPL (p=0.051). Both parietal clusters fall caudal to BA2 (3% for right part, 0% for left part) (Eickhoff et al., 2005). Finally, significant activity was found in the left putamen. We also found a trend of increased cerebral activity in the right cerebellum ([36−52−34]; t=4.46, p=0.079, FWE).

In order to address the issue of a possible somatotopic organization of the MI-related activity found in the present study, we compared our results with those of a previous study on motor imagery of hand rotations (de Lange et al., 2006). The local maxima of both our left and right frontal clusters were located medially (12 and 14 mm, respectively) and dorsally (14 and 18 mm, respectively) from the local maxima of the corresponding frontal clusters activated during motor imagery of hand movements (Fig. 4b). There were no substantial differences in the medio-lateral direction (2 mm). The local maxima of both our left and right parietal clusters were located rostrally (8 and 10 mm, respectively) and dorsally (12 and 16 mm, respectively) from the local maxima of the parietal clusters activated during motor imagery of hand movements (Fig. 4b). There were no substantial differences in the medio-lateral direction (2 and 0 mm, respectively). The local maximum of our left putamen activity was located laterally (6 mm), caudally (16 mm), and dorsally (10 mm) from the local maxima of the left putamen cluster activated during motor imagery of hand movements (Fig. 4b).

There were no areas that were more strongly activated during VI than during MI, i.e. VI was contained within MI.

Cerebral activity — task effects

We first identified cerebral regions showing differential activation during MI compared to VI (Fig. 4a, Table 2). Cerebral activity was greater during MI than VI in two clusters extending from the dorsal precentral sulcus to the superior frontal gyrus, bilaterally.
Cerebral activity — PATH WIDTH effects

We identified regions showing a differential effect of path width during MI compared to VI. We found increased activity in the left and right SPL during MI along a narrow compared to a broad path (Fig. 5, Table 3). Both clusters fell caudal to the probability range of BA2 (left: 9.2%, right: 0%) (Eickhoff et al., 2005), and it can be seen that in both regions cerebral activity increases with smaller path width during MI, but that cerebral activity is not influenced by path width during VI. We also found increased cerebral activity in the superior middle occipital gyrus (sMOG). The peak of this cluster was outside area V5/MT+ (probability range: [0–10%]) (Eickhoff et al., 2005). When comparing the anatomical localization of sMOG to previous studies describing activity in the extrastriate body area (EBA), its respective displacement was 12 mm (Downing et al., 2001), 10 mm (Saxe et al., 2006) and 17 mm (Astafiev et al., 2004).

Although there was no significant activation in the PMd or cerebellum at corrected threshold, trends were visible in both these areas at uncorrected threshold (left PMd [−26–8 66]; t=3.68, p<0.001, uncorrected; left cerebellum [−40–40–32]; t=3.42, p<0.001, uncorrected).

We found no cerebral regions that decreased their activity with smaller path width during MI. There were also no cerebral regions that showed larger modulation by path width during the VI task than during MI. Finally, we found no regions that showed a TASK × PATH WIDTH interaction.

Cerebral activity — PATH LENGTH

Finally, we identified regions showing a differential effect of path length during MI compared to VI. We found that the superior frontal gyrus and right cerebellum increased their activity with increasing path length during MI (Table 4). The cluster in the superior frontal gyrus fell within the probability range (100%) of BA6 (Eickhoff et al., 2005), and its local maximum can be functionally labelled as SMA (Picard and Strick, 1996).

The effect sizes show that cerebral activity in these regions during motor imagery of gait. These effects were specific to the MI task, resulting from a direct comparison with a matched visual imagery task. These effects were not related to differences in duration or number of steps between the two tasks, i.e. changes in path length did not influence cerebral activity in these regions during motor imagery of gait. These effects were embedded within a set of cerebral structures (PMd, RCZp, putamen, and cerebellum) with increased activity during motor imagery of gait, again compared to a matched visual imagery task. Furthermore, the parietal, premotor and putamen effects were contiguous but spatially distinct from activity evoked during motor imagery of hand movements (de Lange et al., 2006). These results indicate that in humans the precise spatial control of imagined gait relies on functional interactions between the SPL, the precentral gyrus, and the superior middle occipital gyrus. In the following sections, we discuss these findings and their relevance for current models of gait control.

Behavioural performance

The procedures used in this study were designed to isolate specific effects of first person kinesthetic motor imagery of gait, while excluding the presence of actual leg movements. We recorded EMG during task performance, showing that muscular activity during both MI and VI was matched (Fig. 3c). We recorded imagery times on a trial by trial basis, showing that IT increased as a function of path width during the MI trials, but not during the VI trials. This result indicates that motor imagery was sensitive to the environmental constraints imposed by a narrow walking path that allows only for positioning one foot at a time on the path. Furthermore, during motor imagery, there was an inverse and logarithmic relationship between movement difficulty and imagined movement time (Fitts, 1954). Visual imagery trials did not follow this rule of human movements. Finally, this task was adapted from a previous study showing that performance of motor imagery, but not visual imagery, was influenced by subjects' body posture (Stevens, 2005).
together, these findings provide evidence that the subjects solved the task by using first person kinaesthetic imagery, without making any actual movement.

A distributed and dedicated circuit for motor imagery of gait

Motor imagery of gait resulted in increased cerebral activity bilaterally in the PMd, in the SPL, in the right RCZp, and in the left putamen. In addition, cerebral activity tended to be increased in the right cerebellum. These increases were relative to a matched visual imagery task, designed to control for unspecific effects (such as pressing a button, or general imagery-related effects). It should be noted that some of the cerebral effects we report might be related to imagined changes in the surrounding visual environment, given that during the visual imagery task subjects were instructed to see the black disc moving, while their own position remained fixed. These changes are likely to be part of the expected sensory consequences of the imagined movements, as will be discussed later. Furthermore, it might be argued that this comparison did not adequately control for accessory strategies, like counting, but it is unlikely that counting could account for the present results. Enumerating sequential foot movements modulates cerebral activity in the lateral premotor cortex (Kansaku et al., 2006), i.e. in locations that were considerably (> 36 mm) lateral and ventral from the present effects.

It is possible that motor imagery relies on general action plans that are not effector-specific (Glover, 2004; Johnson et al., 2002), but our results suggest otherwise. We found that the cerebral responses to motor imagery of gait were contiguous to but spatially distinct from regions involved in motor imagery of hand movements. The somatotopic pattern described in this study fits with the findings of single-unit recordings in macaques, showing that in the premotor cortex the foot is represented in a location more medial and caudal than that of the hand (Goddschalk et al., 1995; He et al., 1993; Kurata, 1989), whereas in the posterior parietal cortex the lower limb is rostral to the upper limb (Murray and Coulter, 1981). It remains to be seen how these findings can be reconciled with the opposite somatotopy found in single-subjects PET analyses of human parietal area 5 during actual arm and leg movements (Fink et al., 1997). Finally, in the putamen, cerebral activity during MI of gait was lateral, caudal, and dorsal to activity during MI of hand rotations. The dorsal and lateral location of foot relative to hand representations is in agreement with previous studies in humans (Gerardin et al., 2003; Lehericy et al., 1998; Maillard et al., 2000; Scholz et al., 2000), although the more caudal location of foot relative to hand is opposite to what has been reported before (Lehericy et al., 1998). Taken together, these findings suggest that motor imagery of gait activated cerebral structures that were specific for the effector used, although it remains to be seen whether the relative displacements of the results are consistent within subjects. It might be argued that the differences in spatial activation patterns between the MI of gait and MI of hand rotation may be attributable to differences in the reference frame of the movements. However, while it is generally accepted that different effectors are controlled by spatially separate portions of the primate precentral cortex (Graziano and Aflalo, 2007), it is less clear whether neurons encoding movements in different reference frames have such a clear spatial separation (Pesaran et al., 2006).

Over the precentral gyrus, activities evoked during MI of gait and during execution of right foot movement were spatially segregated (see Supplementary Fig. 2), a further indication that primary motor cortex is not specifically involved in motor imagery (de Lange et al., 2005).

We did not find any activity in brainstem structures during motor imagery of gait. Our study therefore does not confirm the finding by Jahn et al. (2008) that motor imagery of gait increases cerebral activity in several brainstem structures including the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN). The PPN is a cerebral structure known to be specifically involved in gait control in quadrupeds (Garcia-Rill, 1991), but with a less precisely defined role in humans (Bussel et al., 1996; Calancie et al., 1994; Pahapill and Lozano, 2000). However, we cannot exclude that our study was simply not sensitive enough to detect changes in activity in the PPN, a small brainstem structure likely masked by pulsatile MR-artifacts.

Cerebral contributions to motor imagery of precision gait

Imagining to walk along a narrow path resulted in increased cerebral activity bilaterally in the superior parietal lobe and in the right sMOG, i.e. in structures with strong sensory afferences but without direct access to the spinal motor output. Given the role that the posterior parietal cortex plays in allocating attentional resources (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), it might be argued that the increased SPL activity reflects differential visuo-spatial attention to the two walking paths, rather than environmental constraints on imagined gait. However, the parietal effect we report is unlikely to be driven by spatial attention per se: while spatial selective attention is known to modulate regions along the intraparietal sulcus (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), the present effect was localized in the dorsomedial portion of the SPL. This region has been shown to incorporate proprioceptive information related to the current body position into the motor plan (de Lange et al., 2006), and to be involved in integrating visual and somatosensory information into the appropriate motor coordinates required for making spatially directed movements (Andersen, 1997; Wenderoth et al., 2006). Given that our task did not involve any actual movements, the observed activity cannot be related to the processing of visual and somatosensory feedback. However, following computational models based on engineering principles (Davidson and Wolpert, 2005), it has been proposed that both actual and imagined movements involve predictions of the sensory consequences of the action (Blakemore and Sirigu, 2003). During movement execution, the predicted sensory consequences are compared to the actual sensory feedback. During motor imagery, sensory predictions are generated in the absence of concurrent action production. The parietal lobe is thought to be involved in this process of the generation of sensory predictions (Blakemore and Sirigu, 2003; Wolpert et al., 1998). Given that precision gait relies more on feedforward control than normal gait (Hollands et al., 1995; Hollands and Marple-Horvat, 1996), we suggest that the SPL activity we observed might reflect predictions of the sensory (presumably, somatosensory) consequences of the motor plan. These predictions might take into account the width of the path, the position of the limb, and the intended walking movements. This interpretation also fits with our finding that, when a narrow path was presented, the right SPL increased its coupling with the PMd regions involved in motor imagery of gait. Crucially, our findings emphasize that these feedforward operations might become particularly relevant during precision gait. Finally, our finding is in agreement with the proposal based on cat studies that during precision walking the posterior parietal cortex is mainly involved in the planning, and the motor cortex is mainly involved in the execution of gait modifications (Drew et al., 2007).

Imagining walking along a narrow path also resulted in increased cerebral activity in the superior part of the right MOG, near the EBA.
This region has been implicated in the visual perception of human body parts (Downing et al., 2001), but our stimuli did not contain any body parts, and subjects had their eyes closed during imagery. We suggest that the enhanced sMOG activity during MI of walking along a narrow path reflects the generation of accurate predictions of the sensory (presumably visual) consequences of the motor plan. This interpretation fits with the finding that, when a narrow path was presented, the right sMOG increased its coupling with the premotor regions involved in motor imagery of gait. This increased coupling suggests that the sMOG activity might provide a relevant contribution to task performance, rather than being a by-product of collateral visual imagery in an allocentric perspective (Saxe et al., 2006). This interpretation implies that extrastriate regions might be involved in generating visual predictions relevant to motor control (Astafiev et al., 2004; Helmich et al., 2007; Toni et al., 2002). Given that during precision gait the subjects' gaze becomes directed downwards towards the area of footfall for each step (Hollands et al., 1995), it appears possible that during actual motor behaviour these putative visual predictions are matched against actual visual input, analogously to what has been reported in other sensory domains (Blakemore and Sirigu, 2003; Diedrichsen et al., 2005).

It might appear puzzling that an extrastriate area, rather than visually-responsive portions of the parietal cortex (like the inferior parietal lobe, IPL), is recruited for generating visual predictions of walking movements. It is possible that the IPL cannot support the control of a leg movement, given that this region lacks a clear leg representation (Rizzolatti and Luppino, 2001). Yet, other studies have demonstrated the generic involvement of this region in motor imagery of gait (Malouin et al., 2003; Sacco et al., 2006). A more likely possibility is that the contribution of the IPL to MI of gait reflects its role in processing goals of an action (Fogassi and Luppino, 2005; Hamilton and Grafton, 2006; Majdandzic et al., 2007). Given that during precision gait the subjects' gaze becomes directed downwards towards the area of footfall for each step, it appears possible that during actual motor behaviour these putative visual predictions are matched against actual visual input, analogously to what has been reported in other sensory domains (Blakemore and Sirigu, 2003; Diedrichsen et al., 2005).

Some cerebral regions might have been driven by the increased postural control required by gait, in particular along a narrow path. For instance, given that the cerebellum plays an important role in balance control (Morton and Bastian, 2004), that balance problems contribute to gait ataxia in patients with cerebellar lesions (Morton and Bastian, 2003), and that patients with cerebellar lesions have difficulties with tandem gait (Stolze et al., 2002), it is conceivable that the trend of increased activity observed in the cerebellum might be related to the balancing component during motor imagery of gait along the narrow path. Accordingly, some subjects mentioned (during a debriefing at the end of the experiment) to have put emphasis on balancing during motor imagery of gait along the narrow path. Unfortunately, we do not have a quantitative measure to determine the relevance of imagined balancing across our group, and the reduced strength of the cerebellar effect might be related to a between-subject inconsistency. Alternatively, the weak effect in the cerebellum might be related to the fact that the main role of the cerebellum in feedforward control is to make rapid predictions of the sensory consequences of motor actions, in order to compare them with the actual sensory consequences of a movement (Blakemore and Sirigu, 2003). Our imagery task did not involve any actual movements, and therefore the cerebellum may have only weakly been involved because it was not possible to compare the predictions to the actual sensory consequences.

Cerebral contributions to motor imagery of gait along different distances

We found that during motor imagery, cerebral activity in the cerebellum and SMA increased with increasing path length. Both these regions have been previously linked to timing functions (Halsband et al., 1993; Ivry, 1996; Rao et al., 1997). Therefore, it might be argued that activity in these regions is related to subjects estimating the time they would need to cover the indicated path. However, estimating the time required to cover the indicated path is required during both imagery tasks. We found no differences in IT between MI and VI, and therefore the VI task allowed us to correct for these time estimation effects. We suggest that the SMA and cerebellum are involved in a timing function that is specific for motor imagery of gait, such as the timing of the walking movements.

Conclusion

Our results show that motor imagery of gait results in increased activity in the PMd, RCZp, SPL, and putamen. In addition, the increased spatial accuracy required to imagine walking along a narrow path increases cerebral activity bilaterally in the SPL and in the right sMOG, together with increased effective connectivity between these regions and the dorsal premotor areas controlling foot movements. These results emphasize the role of cortical structures outside primary motor regions in imagining gait movements when accurate foot positioning is required. Given that gait impairments in neurological disorders like Parkinson's Disease become dramatically evident when patients need to negotiate environmental constraints (for example passing a narrow door) (Giladi et al., 1992), it becomes relevant to test whether these effects are related to altered responses and/or connectivity of the parietal, premotor, and extrastriate regions described in this study.
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